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Creator Chronicles DVD series to be offered again
Lower prices ahead of new releases
Cincinnati—For the first time in 3 years, the entire line of Creator Chronicles will be re-issued and offered again through
Diamond Distribution, with Diamond-exclusive lower prices and incentives.
Creator Chronicles is a DVD video documentary series about comic book creators. Featuring exclusive interviews with
some of the biggest names in comics, Creator Chronicles profiles creators via in-depth, one-on-one video interviews, told
by the creator in their own words.
With several new products launching in the coming year (including Matt Wagner, Joe Sinnott, and the long-awaited Comic
Fanzine Guide!), Amdale Media LLC (formerly Woodcrest Productions) is re-issuing the entire Creator Chronicles catalog
to the direct market in an effort to raise awareness of the brand, and to give retailers who missed them the first time
around another chance to carry these unique comic documentaries.
Next up for February, 2011 release (will appear in the December 2010 Diamond Previews catalog) are Creator
Chronicles: Joe Jusko and Michael Golden:
Creator Chronicles: Joe Jusko
ISBN978-1-60643-801-5
Diamond Catalog Code: DEC10 0712, Page 213
Joe Jusko is a renowned comic and fantasy artist/painter, widely known for his detailed, realistic depictions of comic book
characters, barbarians, and lush jungle settings, often with women and big cats.
In the first part of this special DVD, Joe sits down with us to talk about his prolific 30 year career in comics and fantasy
art. Then, for the first and only time on camera, Joe gives an amazing tutorial as he paints an entire piece from start to
finish! Originally recorded over 5 days, this fascinating look into Joe’s creative process features 2 audio tracks and a
wealth of information, as well as numerous tips and techniques.
This video shows his entire process and it is an absolute master class from one of the very best to ever pick up a brush.
$19.95 (Original price $29.95), Special Incentive: 1 in 3 will be Signed/Numbered limited edition!
Creator Chronicles: Michael Golden
ISBN978-1-60461-808-2
Diamond Catalog Code: DEC10 0713, Page 213
For over 4 decades, he has brought his dynamic and innovative compositions to the world of comic books, setting new
graphic standards for the form. Now, comics legend Michael Golden joins us for an amazing interview where we delve
into the mind of one of most influential artists of all time.
In this extraordinary interview, Michael finally gives us what we've always wanted: a candid and refreshing look at the
man behind the myth. Michael has only given one full-length, in-depth interview ever, and this is it!
Loaded with bonus features and the most significant interview of his career, this DVD contains over 6 hours of material
on Michael Golden!
$19.95 (Original price $39.95)
Next month: The NEW Creator Chronicles: Matt Wagner DVD!
For information on the Creator Chronicles series, or to order direct, contact: AmdaleMedia@gmail.com or visit
www.AmdaleMedia.com

